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Rapid changes in the global market landscape coupled with tight budget constraints pressurize large enterprises
to increase the efficiency of their mainframe systems by reducing the Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS)
utilization footprint. To achieve this, you need to tune inefficient mainframe systems as they escalate the MIPS
(a traditional measure of CPU utilization in Mainframe) and the Total Cost of Operations (TCO). What you need is a
proven automated tool that aids in optimizing the applications and sub-systems, reducing the CPU utilization
and shortening the batch window. Such a tool helps you gain a competitive edge by enabling optimal
performance at reduced cost.
To address your needs, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has developed the TCS MIPS Optimization Tool. Equipped
to analyze the application code-base, VSAM file systems and DB2 objects in the IBM System z/OS environment,
it identifies potential opportunities for improvement and provides recommendations. TCS MIPS Optimization
Tool also acts as an accelerator in optimizing mainframe MIPS, helping you reduce TCO and Operating
Expenditure (OPEX), while maintaining legacy mainframe applications. This tool is built and enhanced based on
the rich experience gained through various optimization engagements driven by TCS for more than a decade.

Overview
The global market is fraught with increasing business mergers and
reduced infrastructure budgets. In this economic climate, reducing
the TCO, identifying high CPU bottlenecks and optimizing system
performance have become the top priority for large enterprises
across industry segments. You need an automated tool to reduce
mainframe costs, while maintaining the service levels your business
demands.

In addition, it uses an external open source tool called COBANAL
which analyzes the load modules and provides recommendations.
Moreover, the module generates a series of output reports that
contain a set of statements that could be modified to improve
performance.

TCS MIPS Optimization Tool undertakes a series of analysis on
application code base, Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) based
file systems and DB2 objects to identify opportunities for
improvement and provide recommendations. These
recommendations, made available at the system, sub-system and
application levels in the form of reports, help you identify the
problem areas and indicate opportunities for improvement. The
recommendations also serve as a base to optimize the CPU/MIPS
Consumption.

This module scans the STROBE® reports and the corresponding
compiler listings to find the offsets at which the CPU consumption is
above the threshold limit set by the user at system and application
levels. The corresponding compiler listing is scanned to find the
COBOL verbs that are present at that offset. Recommendations are
provided based on these COBOL verbs. Besides, this module enables
automated analysis of the STROBE® reports which are usually
lengthy and consume significant effort during manual analysis.

TCS MIPS Optimization Tool consists of four modules:
COBOL
This module scans the COBOL source code and copybook libraries to
identify the use of inefficient COBOL verbs, CPU-consuming
constructs that should be replaced with a more efficient code to
ensure low CPU consumption. The module also scans Job Control
Language libraries to find inefficiently-coded statements.

COBOL-STROBE®

VSAM
This module lists all the user catalogs from the master catalog and
the VSAM files in each catalog. It later obtains all the attributes of the
VSAM files and saves it in a .CSV format. Based on the number of
activities per file, the optimal Execute Direct Access Program (EXCP)
is calculated, which is thereafter used to calculate the potential
saving. Using the potential saving in EXCP, the CPU and MIPS saving
can be calculated for a particular Control Interval size.
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An overview of TCS MIPS Optimization Tool’s architecture
DB2
This module scans the DB2 catalog tables that help identify areas of
improvement through performance-related SQL queries. Objectlevel inefficiencies are identified and recommendations provided to
address them. The SYSPACKSTMT and SYSSTMT tables are also
scanned to identify occurrences of high CPU-consuming DB2 SQL
statements. In addition to this, few DB2 ZPARM settings & Bufferpool
values are also scanned and recommendations are provided. TCS
MIPS Optimization Tool is compatible with DB2 for z/OS V8, V9, and
V10.

Facilitates factory approach to performance tuning
n

Benefits

To know more about TCS MIPS Optimization Tool, contact us at
global.consulting@tcs.com

TCS MIPS Optimization Tool provides following benefits:

Our consulting expertise combined with our mainframe
n
capabilities provide an end-to-end partnership, from identifying
cost reduction, optimization and transformation opportunities, to
designing and implementing effective solutions with measurable,
and lasting benefits

Contact

n
Aids in reducing TCO through optimal performance of mainframe
n
Comprehensively covers COBOL, JCL, STROBE® reports, DB2, and

VSAM components
n
Assists in increasing efficiency of legacy mainframe applications

and systems
n
Helps in using mainframe systems intelligently, resulting in

reduced MIPS footprint
n
Assists in reducing OPEX while maintaining the legacy mainframe

applications
n
Provides user friendly outputs with optimization related findings

and recommendations

The TCS Advantage
n
Our solution can handle DB2, VSAM, COBOL and STROBE® reports

collectively
n
Packaged with best practices from 50+ customer engagements
n
Can be easily installed and used in a customer mainframe

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com
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